Wednesday 2/24
9AM-11AM: Sled Making and Racing (ASME)- Build and race a sled made from only cardboard [SU 210 & Outside Hill]
10AM-12PM: Guess Watt (ESW)- Estimate the power usage of random everyday objects [SU 145CD]
11AM-1PM: UB-A-Mazing (ACM)- Program a friend to navigate through an intricate maze [SU 210]
12PM-2PM: Quadcopter Racing (Robotics)- Navigate a mini quadcopter through a perilous course [SU 145CD]
1PM-3PM: City Planning (ASCE)- Identify cities based on a birds-eye-view photos and clues [SU 210]
2PM-4PM: What’s the Problem (AAAEA)- Guess the reasons behind engineering failures [SU 145CD]
3PM-5PM: Virtual Reality (NSBE)- Build virtual reality headsets based on Google Cardboard [SU 210]
5:30PM-7:30PM: UB Alumni E-Week Party- Reconnect with other alumni during Engineer’s Week at Santora’s on Transit! Get updates on the School of Engineering from guest speakers at this private party, plus be entered to win some great prize giveaways. ALUMNI ONLY register at: buffalo.edu/alumni (includes appetizers and 2 drinks each)

Thursday 2/25
9AM-11AM: Rapid Prototype (UB DC)- Race to assemble a random prototype out of play-doh, duct tape, popsicle sticks and more until a partner guesses it correctly! Try for the fastest time [SU 145CD]
10AM-12PM: Non-Newtonian Fluid (AIChE)- Run in place as long as you can on the top of a cornstarch and water mixture [SU Lobby]
11AM-1PM: Life-Size Operation (BMES)- Diagnose medical ailments and perform the necessary real-life procedure to save your patient’s life [SU 145CD]
12PM-2PM: Robo-Picasso (Robotics)- Make the next great masterpiece using a robotic arm [SU Lobby]
1PM-3PM: Circuit Building (IEEE)- Build a circuit from a circuit diagram [SU 145CD]
2PM-4PM: Mr. and Ms. Engineer (SWE)- Compete in this prestigious pageant with the hope of winning [SU Lobby]
3PM-5PM: Head Shield Part 2 (SEDS)- Test your heat shields to see if they can stand the heat [Outside of the SU]

Friday 2/26
9AM-3PM: Bot Wars (SAE)- Witness the annual competition, the Marquee Event of Engineering Week! Grudges will be settled and armor will be sundered, but only one champion will be crowned [SU Lobby]
10PM: Science Night (UB Late Night)- Spend a night experimenting and engineering fun activities [SU Lobby]

Saturday 2/27
7PM-12AM: Academic and Engineering Ball- Masquerade dance with a live band, DJ, dinner, casino games, prizes, cash bar, photo booth, and even more fun [Buffalo Niagara Marriott]
**Thank You To Our Engineering Corporate Partners:**

**GOLD**
- ATTO
- LPCiminellini
- DRESSER-RAND
- Lockheed Martin
- Moog
- National Grid
- Northrop Grumman
- Praxair
- Zodiac Aerospace
- U&S Services

**SILVER**
- Astronics
- Seabury APG
- GE
- Turner
- Valuecentric
- Niagara Specialties Metal